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QUESTION 1

For a newly added item, you want to ensure that unit price for that order item is not less than the minimum price as
defined in the ProductInformation entity object. You must also ensure that the validation checks for any changes to the
ProductInformation entity object that are not yet committed in the current transaction. Which ADF Business Component
declarative validation on the UnitPrice attribute would achieve this functionality? 

A. a list validation where unitprice is in the query result: SELECT min_price fromProduct_information 

B. a list validation where unitprice is in ProductInformationViewObject (MinPrice) 

C. a compare validation where unitprice product_information is greater than the query result SELECT min_price 

D. a compare validation where unitprice ProductInformation.MinPrice is greater than the expression 

E. a key exits validation with target entity object ProductInformation .MinPric 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

During the development of an ADF BC application, you have created an entity object, CustomerEO, based on the
CUSTOMERS table in the database. Further analysis of requirements highlights two transient attributes that need to be
added to the CustomersEO entity object. This means that you will have a mismatch between the entity object and the
underlying table. What action should you take? 

A. Ask the DBA to add the new entity object attributes as columns in the CUSTOMFR table and then run the Create
Entity Object Wizard. 

B. Ask the DBA to add the new entity object attributes as columns in the CUSTOMERS table and then synchronize the
CustomersEO entity object and the CUSTOMERS table. 

C. None. The entity object can contain attributes that do not exist as columns in the table. 

D. Add the attributes to the entity object, and then synchronize the CustomersEO entity object and the CUSTOMERS
table. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three statements are correct about task flow control flows? 

A. A control flow would typically be initiated from a button or link that is being clicked 

B. A view activity can be the source for many control flow rules. 

C. A control flow can exist between a view activity and a method call. 
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D. The definition of control flows for a page is stored in the page backing bean. 

E. The name of a control flow must match the name of the view activity to which it navigates 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 4

Identify two advantages of adding a service method to an application module. 

A. It can be implemented in the application module\\'s Def class allowing greater flexibility. 

B. It is useful for performing operations across view objects. 

C. Its code can be dependent only on a specific view. 

D. It can be called by the client, requiring very little data manipulation. 

E. It does not require publishing to allow a client to access the methods. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference: http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/E12839_01/web.1111/b31974/bcservices.htm#sm0206 

 

QUESTION 5

You have default Department and Employee Business Components and want to show all the employees in a single
Department. You create a default JSF Master-Detail page with the master as a form (Department) and the details as a
table (Employees) page. It also contains navigation to move from department to another. What three binding types
would you expect to find in the page definition file? 

A. attributeValue, action, table 

B. attributeValue, action, tree 

C. attributeValue, button, table 

D. attributeValue, button, tree 

E. attributeValue, action, list 

F. attributeValue, button, list 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E12839_01/web.1111/b31974/appendixa.htm#CDJCBIGB(ta ble A5) 
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